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Which Tire Companies Tell Their
Sustainability Story Best?

Everyone has a story to
tell. But who tells it best?
We reveal the best in the
tire and rubber business.

1st

2nd

3rd

Other companies reviewed (alphabetically):

Want to improve your
communications? Read on.

Context has 23 years of experience in sustainability strategy and communications.
We work across business sectors, specializing in food, agriculture and agtech.
We operate globally, with offices in London and Los Angeles.

Talk to us about how to tell your sustainability story better.
Francesca Ward (francesca.ward@contexteurope.com) or Peter Knight (peter.knight@contexteurope.com)

Welcome
Good story telling is good for business. It reassures customers, attracts and retains top talent, and boosts
your reputation with consumers, customers, investors and civil society. Two things differentiate the leaders:
having a good sustainability story to tell - and telling it well.
We help companies develop their sustainability strategies and then support them in telling their
sustainability stories. In this report we focus on sustainable rubber in the tire industry and ask which
members of the Tire Industry Project (TIP) tell their stories best?

Formed in 2005, TIP is a sector-focused initiative of the
World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD) made up of 11 leading tire and rubber
companies. The project aims to anticipate, analyze and
address potential environmental and human health
impacts of tires throughout their life cycle.

Our Approach
We selected the 11 members of the WBCSD’s Tire Industry Project (TIP) for the assessment. As members,
these companies are committed to addressing sustainability issues in the tire industry and should have good
stories to tell. We analyzed sustainability content on each member’s global company website in May 2020.
First, we scored if the company has a good story to tell – from 0 (poor) to 10 (excellent):
•

Does the company have a sustainability strategy with measurable goals that cover the issues
associated with the life cycle impacts of tires, including the four focus areas of the TIP: tire and road
wear particles, sustainable natural rubber, end-of-life tires and environmental performance?

•

Has the company reported against its sustainability strategy since 2018?

Second, we scored how well the story is told – from 0 (poor) to 10 (excellent) across four categories:
•

Messaging: Does the company tell their sustainability story clearly and concisely?

•

Liveliness1: Does the company post about tire sustainability via blogs or news updates?

•

Multimedia: Does the company make good use of videos and/or infographics to explain their
sustainable tire strategies in a sharable, engaging way?

•

Social media2: How often does the company share posts about sustainability on Twitter and
LinkedIn? On average, what level of engagement (comments, likes, shares) do these posts generate?
1

Assessed between November 2019 – January 2020.
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2

Assessed between December 2019 – January 2020.

Results
Do tire companies have a good story to tell? Some more than others.
All companies have a sustainability strategy that covers at least one of the four TIP focus areas, and most
report progress towards their commitments. But the level of detail varies dramatically between companies.
Most companies have a sustainable natural rubber policy to ensure the rubber in their tires is sourced
responsibly, and many have developed dedicated programs that support this focus. The best companies have
strategies and initiatives that also cover other parts of the tire life cycle – such as end-of-life tire recovery –
with Bridgestone, Continental, Michelin and Pirelli providing good examples of this.

Do tire companies tell their sustainability story well? There’s still work to do.
All 11 companies reviewed have a sustainability story worth telling – but most are not taking full advantage
of the opportunity to tell it.
Michelin and Pirelli are the leaders. They have comprehensive sustainability strategies communicated clearly
on multiple channels, using videos and infographics to explain the meaning behind their work.
Here’s a summary of our findings. Find a further breakdown of the results and examples of best practice on
the pages following.

Overall Assessment Scores for the 11 Tire Companies
20

Score

18
16

Social Media Engagement

14

Social Media Frequency

12

Liveliness

10

Multimedia

8
6

Messaging

4

Reporting

2

Strategy

0

Tire Company

Across the 11 tire companies, the overall assessment scores range from 6 points to 19 points.
Although the scores are quite evenly spread, the two leaders − Michelin and Pirelli − are clearly a step
ahead of the rest. While the leaders score well across all assessment categories, others fail to gain any
points in certain categories – particularly in social media.
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Messaging

Liveliness

Multimedia

Social media

Why it • The right messaging is
vital if you want your
matters

• Fresh content (at least
once a quarter) shows
you are actively
engaged. It makes your
story believable.

What
we
found

Some companies
succeed in telling their
story clearly and
concisely with a
personal tone of voice,
but most have room to
improve.

•

Leading companies
share sustainability
news regularly, posting
up to 6 articles in the 3
months reviewed.

•

Many companies use
infographics to explain
parts of their strategy,
but videos are much
less common.

•

Just over a quarter of
companies use Twitter
and LinkedIn to share
their tire sustainability
story.

•

But most only share
very occasionally and
fail to keep their story
feeling current and
dynamic.

•

Most could use
•
multimedia more
effectively to reveal the
impact of their strategy.

These companies post
1-2 times per month,
with posts getting an
average of 289
engagements.



Don’t get too
technical. Explain the
science behind your
work in a simple way text should be
understood by nonexperts.






Be yourself. Develop
your own distinctive
messaging that reflects
your company values. A
personal tone will
capture the reader’s
attention.

story to resonate with
target audiences.

Top
tips

•
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Place facts in context.
News articles can be
more than just a press
release. Connect
progress to its wider
context to show why
your work matters.

• Infographics and videos • Social media is one of
make your
the best ways to reach
sustainability story
key audiences and to
understandable and
get your company’s
memorable.
work known.



Stay up to date.
Sustainability is a hot

topic. Show your
readers you are leading
the way by regularly
sharing updates.
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Get creative. Not
everyone knows about
tire sustainability
issues. Videos and
infographics are a great
way to introduce these
concepts in an
engaging and
memorable way.

Be consistent. Make
the most of your
investment in tire
sustainability by
regularly sharing your
work. People want to
hear that your
company walks the
talk.

Make it personal. Tell
your sustainability
story from a personal
perspective – for
example through the
experiences of an
employee or rubber
farmer.

Make meaningful
connections. Treat
social media like a
networking event.
Have a hit-list of those
you want to impress
and engage them.



Best messaging

•

•

Simple and clear
explanations of each
area of the strategy
allow every reader to
understand why
0:50
Goodyear’s work
matters.

An environmental
mission statement
gives the strategy a
clear focus and
connects it to the
corporate values.

Best liveliness

Best multimedia

•

•

Deliver news in short
bite-size chunks that
grab the reader’s
attention. Articles
include multimedia
which helps explain
complicated topics.

•

Stylish articles with a
magazine-like feel. The
clear and insightful
tone tells Pirelli’s story
in an engaging way.

An immersive online
natural rubber
platform takes the
reader on a journey
through Pirelli’s
rubber story using
beautiful photographs
and videos.

• Infographics simplify
complex topics – such
as work on end-of-life
tires – making content
accessible to all.

Best social media

•

Posts about tire
sustainability most
frequently. Uses
images and rhetorical
questions in posts to
spark curiosity.

•

Repost sustainability
news articles from their
website to increase
click-through. Use
hashtags in post
captions to facilitate
trending.

About Context
Strategy

Impact

We’ll help you make a better business
by devising the right strategy.

We’ll help you connect with stakeholders,
across platforms:

Communications

Our custom services include:

• Websites
• Sustainability reporting
• Content from infographics to video
• Sales briefings – getting the best ROI in sustainability
• Executive presentations
• Event and meeting facilitation

• Material issues assessment
• Stakeholder mapping and engagement
• Strategy development
• Implementation planning
• Risk forecasting and management
• Issue deep-briefings
• Sector and best practice benchmarking
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Social media

• Platform selection and strategy
• Content development and scheduling
• Influencer engagement
• Analytics and reporting
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Talk to us about how to tell your
sustainability story better.
Francesca Ward (francesca.ward@contexteurope.com)
Peter Knight (peter.knight@contexteurope.com)
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